The Insight IMAGECAST - This includes the precinct tabulator, and internal printer on each unit, optional modem, integrated ballot box and Memory Card. One unit per precinct or polling place.

- The physical enclosure of the Insight - Image CAST is injected molded plastic (ABS).
- The base plate is produced from aluminum sheet stock.
- The physical enclosure is both robust, lightweight and of high stiffness.
- No physical size restrictions are in place.

Dimensions
- Height: 3 inches
- Width: 16.6 inches
- Depth: 12.6 inches

I/O Ports
- Removable memory card
- RJ11 Analog Landline Modem jack
- Wireless modem antenna port (optional)
- Read-only external monitoring port
- Redundant removable memory card
- Audit and Tactile Interface (ATI) Port
- USB port for printer

Transportation and Storage
- The unit is stored and transported in a cardboard box with internal foam for vibration and impact protection, as well as ease of use.

Integrated Ballot Box
- The ballot box is an integrated component of the voting system. It has security arrangements to prevent unauthorized access to the tabulation component, and has locking access doors for all ballot storage compartments.
- The overall size of the ballot box is 24" (W) by 30" (D) by 40" (H)
- Weight: 40 pounds.
- Capacity:
  - Main compartment: 2500 ballots - 22" (W) x 23" (D) by 30" (H)
  - Secondary compartment: 1500 ballots - 22" (W) x 13" (D) by 30" (H)
  - Auxiliary compartment: 400 ballots - 22" (W) x 3" (D) by 30" (H)
- There are lockable wheels on the ballot box for repositioning.